How to use a Brother Embroidery Machine and Brother Scan N Cut to cut out
applique shapes for an embroidery design.
NOTE ON EMBROIDERY MACHINE – The Brother Embroidery Machine must have the necessary “Thread Colour Palette Key” that
is required to change an applique placement stitch into an applique cutting line that can be recognised by the scan and cut. Here
is a list of Brother embroidery machine models that have this feature (as of June 2018 – UK Models):
Current Compatible Models –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

XP1 Luminaire
XV Dream Machine
VR
V7 (in Embroidery Edit only)
V5 (in Embroidery Edit only)
V3 (in Embroidery Edit only)
Innov-is 2600
Innov-is 800e
Innov-is F480
Innov-is F440e
Innov-is M280d (Disney model)

Previous compatible Models –
•
•
•
•
•

Innov-is I (in Embroidery Edit only)
Innov-is Ie (in Embroidery Edit only)
Innov-is 5000 Laura Ashley (in Embroidery Edit
only)
Innov-is 4000 (in Embroidery Edit only)
Innov-is 4000d (Disney model) (in Embroidery Edit
only)

NOTE ON CUTTING MACHINE – the Scan N Cut needs to be the CM900 model (or newer) in order to read the embroidery design
files (Brother PES or PHC embroidery file types). The machine MUST be able to read embroidery file types!!

The built-in features of certain Brother Embroidery Machines and some Brother Scan N Cut Machines can
be used to cut out applique fabric shapes for applique embroidery designs.
Applique designs are made up of different embroidery steps that build up in layers to place and stitch fabric
shapes in place to create an applique design. There are 3 steps: a placement stitch, a tack-down stitch, and
a decorative stitch.

STEP 1 – PLACEMENT STITCH
Usually a single running
stitch, this step creates a
shape as a placement guide
for step 2.

STEP 2 – TACK-DOWN STITCH
Usually a triple running stitch,
after placing fabric over the
outline created in step 1, the
tack-down stitch holds your
fabric in place. After this step,
trim your fabric close to the
edge of the stitch.

STEP 3 – DECORATIVE STITCH
This step of embroidery is
when the raw edges of the
applique shape are covered
using a decorative stitch.
Most commonly done using a
satin stitch, this decorative
stitch could also be a blanket
or candlewicking stitch.
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The Placement Stitch step of an applique design can be converted to a cutting line that can be recognised
by the Scan N Cut machine, which will cut out the applique shape required for the design. The main benefits
of using the Scan N Cut to cut out applique shapes are:
•
•

It is more economical regards the amount of fabric you use.
It is easier on the hands, because it removes the need to use small scissors to trim around your fabric
once it has been stitched down in the embroidery hoop.

Here is the method for cutting out applique shapes by transferring a design from a Brother
Embroidery Machine to a Scan N Cut:
YOU WILL NEED A USB MEMORY STICK FOR THIS TUTORIAL!

1. Choose an embroidery design that has an applique section/s. The design can have more than one
applique section. The design can be built into the machine or an external design uploaded from a
USB, e.g. a design from a CD or from an internet download. Set the design and proceed to the
embroidery editing screen.

The embroidery editing screen is different on each machine,
but all Brother machines use the same symbols for their
buttons. I used the VR embroidery machine for my tutorial.

2. The placement stitches for each applique
section will currently be set as a colour –
usually a bright colour such as red, blue or
green. The colour of the placement stitch
for each applique section needs to be
changed from a colour to a cutting line.
Changing this will not affect the way the
design is embroidered, it is purely a setting
that will be read by the Scan N Cut. Change
the colour by selecting the Thread Colour
Palette Key, then use the ‘+’ button to go
through the design, find each placement
stitch and change the colour to a cutting
line. The cutting line button on the Thread
Colour Palette is pale orange with a pair of
scissors on it.

Thread Colour Palette Key

Cutting Line on colour palette
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Use the ‘+’ button to navigate
through the design and find the
applique placement stitches.

Change each placement stitch
in the design to a cutting line.

3. Once each applique placement has been changed into a cutting line, save the design onto a USB
memory stick.

Press MEMORY then the USB symbol to save the design.
REMEMBER THAT WHEN A DESIGN IS SAVED FROM THE MACHINE ONTO A USB, SOME MACHINES
AUTOMATICALLY CREATE A FILE/FOLDER CALLED ‘bPocket’ AND WILL SAVE THE DESIGN IN THIS FOLDER.
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4. Remove the USB stick from the embroidery machine and insert the it into the Scan N Cut machine.
From the home screen, press ‘Pattern’ then ‘Saved Data’. Select the ‘USB’ button to retrieve the
saved design (remember the design may be in the ‘bPocket’ folder). Select the design and press ‘OK’.

5. The Scan N Cut will automatically recognise the applique shapes from the cutting lines in the design.
Select the first applique shape to be cut, and press ‘OK’.

The Scan N Cut automatically picks
out the cutting lines that were
created on the embroidery machine
using the thread colour palette.

6. Now, the number of times the shape will be cut can be increased (if you wish to embroider the design
more than once), the shape can be rotated and mirror imaged if necessary. At this point, an
allowance can be added around the outside of shape. It is essential to add an allowance so that the
applique piece is slightly bigger than the embroidered placement stitch. It needs to be bigger because
the applique piece will be stitched down by the tack-down stitch in the embroidery design. Change
the ‘Seam Allowance’ in the settings menu to 3mm, then press the ‘Seam Allowance’ button to
automatically add 3mm all the way around the shape. Press ‘Set’ button after adding the allowance.
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Access Settings Menu

Change Seam Allowance to 3mm

Apply seam allowance to shape

7. After pressing ‘Set’, the shape will appear on the cutting mat on the screen. This is the ‘Mat
Placement Page’. Move the shape to the area of the cutting mat where it needs to be cut. If the
embroidery design only has one applique section, press ‘OK’ and proceed with cutting. If the
embroidery design has more than one applique section, press ‘ADD’, select the next applique shape
from the design, and follow Step No.6 (the previous step) to apply the 3mm seam allowance to all
additional shapes.

If the embroidery design has
more than one shape, press
‘ADD’ to cut them on the
same mat at the same time.

8. Once all shapes are on the mat placement page, apply chosen fabric/s to the Scan n Cut cutting mat.
REFER TO THE SCAN N CUT INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR CORRECT MAT AND CORRECT BLADE SETTINGS

Apply fabrics to the Scan N Cut
mat. More than one piece of
fabric can be applied at one time.
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9. Load mat onto Scan N Cut machine, then scan in the mat as a background image. Once this scanned
image appears on the mat placement page, move shapes so they are over the correct fabric. Once
the shapes are in position, press ‘OK’.

10. The fabric is now ready to be cut. Press ‘CUT’, then press the start button.

11. Once the cutting is complete unload the mat. The fabric can now be removed from the mat.
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12. Now, return to the embroidery machine. Recall the embroidery design and stitch out the design,
using the pre-cut fabric shapes for the applique steps.
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